
In accordance with the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”), the Department of

Environmental Conservation (“DEC”) has recently released a draft supplement to the Generic Environmental

Impact Statement (“GEIS”) which underlies the State’s oil, gas and solution mining regulatory program.  The

supplemental GEIS discusses the potential environmental impacts, mitigation strategies and alternatives to hydraulic

fracturing / horizontal well drilling operations in the Marcellus and Utica shale plays in New York.  

As DEC’s reconsideration of  its regulatory program continues, municipalities throughout the State are readying for

the advent of  a gas rush; one which is beginning to play out in Pennsylvania.  Once DEC begins issuing permits

allowing horizontal drilling operations to proceed, the industry is likely to

find itself  engaged in a debate with at least some New York municipalities

as to whether surface drilling operations and production facilities may be

subjected to control under local zoning and/or municipal home rule laws.

Case law from the 1980s and a recent decision from Pennsylvania’s highest

court are instructive.  The experience of  various municipalities that have

recently sited wind energy facilities in New York is also likely to become

important precedent as municipalities plan for the future use of  their roads

and other municipal facilities.  These issues are discussed more fully below.    

THE POWER TO ZONE

Oil, gas and solution mining, including horizontal drilling for natural gas in the Marcellus and Utica shale plays, is

regulated in New York pursuant to Article 23, title 23 of  the Environmental Conservation Law (“ECL”) and its

implementing regulations, 6 N.Y.C.R.R. Part 550.  ECL § 23-0303(2) provides that the State’s oil, gas and solution

mining regulatory program “supersede[s] all local laws or ordinances relating to the regulation of  the oil, gas and

solution mining industries; but shall not supersede local government jurisdiction over local roads or the rights of

local governments under the real property tax law.”  The predominant view of  the industry and municipalities in

New York has, accordingly, been that municipalities are preempted from subjecting surface drilling operations and

production facilities to, for example, site plan or special use permit review processes set forth under municipal

zoning codes and laws.  Indeed, a lower court relied on this provision of  the ECL in 1982 when it invalidated a town

zoning ordinance which provided that no oil or gas well could be constructed in the town without prior payment of

a $2,500.00 compliance bond and a $25.00 permit fee.  See Envirogas, Inc. v. Town of  Kiantone, 112 Misc.2d 432

(Erie Co. 1982), aff ’d 89 A.D.2d 1056.  However, as set forth below, case law surrounding excavation mining

pursuant to Article 23, title 27 of  the ECL and a recent decision out of  Pennsylvania concerning natural gas drilling

somewhat undercut this view and may actually support the proposition that natural gas well drilling operations and

production facilities may be subjected to a certain amount of  municipal land use control and discretion.
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A. The N.Y. Excavation Mining Analogy

New York’s highest court has held that statutory supersession language similar to the language currently contained

under ECL § 23-0302(2) does not preclude a municipality from prohibiting the State-regulated activity within a

particular municipal zoning district.  In Frew Run Gravel Products, Inc. v. Town of  Carroll, 71 N.Y.2d 126 (1987),

the Court of  Appeals was asked to determine whether a distinction existed between the impermissible regulation of

the extractive mining industry within the scope of  the State’s regulatory program, and the permissible exercise of

zoning and municipal home rule authority outside the scope of  the State’s regulatory program.  Although at the

time of  the Court’s decision the supersession language which pertained to the extractive mining industry expressly

“preempted all local laws relating to the extractive mining industry,” 1 the Court did uphold the Town of  Carroll’s

decision to prohibit extractive mining in the Town’s AR-2 Zoning District.  The Court’s decision was based at least

in part on its plain meaning interpretation of  the statutory language “relating to the extractive mining industry,” and

its conclusion that the Town’s Zoning Ordinance “relate[d] not to the extractive mining industry but to an entirely

different subject matter and purpose: i.e., ‘regulating the location, construction and use of  buildings, structures, and

the use of  land in the Town…’”  Id.  

B. The Pennsylvania Analogy

Similar to the New York Court’s decision in Frew Run Gravel

Products, Inc., a decision recently reached by Pennsylvania’s highest

court sheds some light on the future debate likely to occur between

industry proponents and municipalities.  In Huntley & Huntley v.

Borough Council of  Borough of  Oakmont, 964 A.2d 855 (2009),

the Pennsylvania Court was asked to determine whether section

602 of  the Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act preempted the Borough

of  Oakmont’s decision to zone-out natural gas well drilling

operations.  Section 602 of  the Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act

provides that municipal ordinances may not ‘“impose conditions,

requirements or limitations on the same features of  oil and gas

operations regulated’ by the Act.” The Court concluded that the

scope of  the preemption question implicated by the Borough of

Oakmont’s decision to zone-out natural gas well drilling operations

“distilled to whether the location of  a gas well in a particular area

of  the Borough is a feature of  gas well operations that the Act

addresses.” Although gas well locations are restricted pursuant to

section 601.206 of  the Act through the inclusion of  certain setback

requirements, the Court held that the preemptive scope of  the Act

did not prohibit municipalities from regulating which types of  land

uses are appropriate within their municipal boundaries.

Accordingly, the Borough of  Oakmont’s prohibition was upheld. 
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1 ECL § 23-2703(2) currently provides that the State’s excavation mining regulatory program “[s]upersede[s] all other state and local laws relating to the extractive mining

industry; provided, however, that nothing in this title shall be construed to prevent any local government from: (a) enacting or enforcing local laws or ordinances of  general

applicability, except that such local laws or ordinances shall not regulate mining and/or reclamation activities regulated by state statute, regulation, or permit; or (b) enacting or

enforcing local zoning ordinances or laws which determine permissible uses in zoning districts…  Where mining is designated a permissible use in a zoning district and

allowed by special use permit, conditions placed on such special use permits shall be limited to the following: (i) ingress and egress to public thoroughfares controlled by the

local government; (ii) routing of  mineral transport vehicles on roads controlled by the local government; (iii) requirements and conditions as specified in the permit issued by

the department under this title concerning setback from property boundaries and public thoroughfare rights-of-way natural or man-made barriers to restrict access, if

required, dust control and hours of  operation, when such requirements and conditions are established pursuant to subdivision three of  section 23-2711 of  this title; or (iv)

enforcement of  reclamation requirements contained in mined land reclamation permits issued by the state.”  This language was adopted by the State legislature in 1991 as a

response to the Court’s decision in Frew Run Gravel Products, Inc. v. Town of  Carroll, 71 N.Y.2d 126 (1987).  
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In Summary

ECL § 23-0303(2) contains qualifying language - “…relating to the regulation of  the

oil, gas and solution mining industries…” - which is similar to the former provision

of  ECL § 23-2703 and to section 602 of  Pennsylvania’s Oil and Gas Act.  A plain

meaning interpretation of  the qualifying language may support the argument that

New York municipalities may regulate the industry outside of  the scope of  the State’s

regulatory program.

ESTABLISHMENT OF HEAVY HAUL ROUTES
Potential damage to roadway networks is among the most significant concerns which

municipalities throughout New York and Pennsylvania have with horizontal drilling

operations.  Regardless of  whether municipalities may subject gas production to local

land use controls, it is clear that municipalities may establish “heavy haul” routes

and/or prohibit heavy trucks from accessing certain roadways. Such enabling

authority exists pursuant to sections 1640 (cities and villages), 1650 (towns) and 1660

(county highway superindents) of  the vehicle and Traffic Law, and falls expressly

outside of  the supersession language contained in ECL § 23-0303(2).  

The scope of  authority possessed by municipalities pursuant to the vehicle and

Traffic Law to control the use of  roadways by heavy haulers includes:

1.  establishment of  haul routes, except local deliveries, for vehicles exceeding 10,000

pounds;

2.  temporary closure of  roadways to vehicles exceeding four tons (8,000 pounds), unless a permit is issued allowing

“essential local pickup or delivery service;”

3.  exclusion of  trucks, commercial vehicles, tractors, tractor-trailer combinations, tractor-semitrailer combinations,

or tractor-trailer-semitrailer combinations from roadways, except for the delivery or pickup of  merchandise.

Many municipalities throughout New York have relied upon these provisions of  the vehicle and Traffic Law, as well

as their Municipal Home Rule Law § 10 authority to protect the public health, safety and welfare, to either restrict

the use of  certain roads during major infrastructure or utility construction projects, such as the construction of

wind energy facilities, or provisionally allow the use of  such roadways.  Concerning provisional use, road use

agreements between municipalities and project sponsors have typically been the mechanism pursuant to which

municipalities have been assured that the likely future repair of  damage

caused to their roads as a result of  project construction would not

become a taxpayer liability.  Such agreements typically require (i) pre-

construction roadways surveys including photographic and video

documentation of  roadway conditions, and in some circumstances

roadway borings and/or structural assessments, (ii) the establishment of

haul routes, (iii) the provision of  some form of  security (bond, letter of

credit, etc.) in favor of  the municipality, (iv) a promise by the project

sponsor to ensure that roadways remain safe, open and passable during

construction, and (v) another promise by the project sponsor to restore

the roadways to preconstruction conditions at the end of  construction.  
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The information and materials contained in this Newsletter were prepared by Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP for general

informational purposes only, and are not intended, and should not be considered, to be legal advice or legal opinion. Transmission, receipt

or use of  this Newsletter does not constitute nor create an attorney-client relationship. No recipients of  content from this Newsletter

should act, or refrain from acting, based upon any or all of  the contents of  this Newsletter.  Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP does not

wish to represent anyone desiring legal representation based on viewing any material in this Newsletter where such material does not

comply with all laws and rules of  professional ethics of  the state in which such person is located.

Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP does not warrant that the information contained on this Newsletter is accurate or complete, and

hereby disclaims any and all liability to any person for any loss or damage caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions

result from negligence, accident or any other cause. 

In summary, while it is noteworthy that municipalities arguably have more leverage to negotiate road use agreements

when a municipal zoning or land use approval is necessary for a project, in the absence of  an agreement, there is

always the potential that a municipality may exercise its authority to restrict the use of  certain roadways pursuant to

the vehicle and Traffic Law and/or Municipal Home Rule Law.  In the case of  the natural gas industry, while such

an exercise may not totally preclude continued well drilling activity if, for example, the use could qualify as a

local/essential delivery, the establishment of  a haul route could significantly impact the efficiency of  travel of

heavy-haulers.  Thus, such agreements may be mutually advantageous for the industry and municipalities.   

CONCLUSION

It remains unsettled whether municipalities may subject the natural gas well drilling industry to local zoning and

land use controls, but there is support for a degree of  local control in the analogous New York and Pennsylvania

court decisions.  It is clear, however, that municipalities may restrict the use of  roadways.  As a result, it is

advantageous for the industry and municipalities to work together on the use of  roadways to avoid unnecessary

damage, expenses and delays to operations.


